
Nobel Prize in Chemistry 2016



Marie Curie

1903 Nobel Prize in Physics 

researches on the 

radiation phenomena.

1911 Nobel Prize in Chemistry

discovery of the elements radium and 

polonium.



Linus Pauling

1954 Nobel Prize in Chemistry 

Chemical bonding and the 

structure of the alpha helix.

1962 Nobel Peace Prize 

opposition to weapons of mass 

destruction and atmospheric 

nuclear testing.



John Bardeen

1956 Nobel Prize in Physics 

for researches on 

semiconductors and their 

discovery of the transistor 

effect

1972 Nobel Prize in Physics 

for jointly developing a theory of 

superconductivity

Formation of a Cooper pair



Fredrick Sanger

1948 Nobel Prize in Chemistry 

for his work on the structure of 

proteins, especially that 

of insulin.

1980 Nobel Prize in Chemistry 

for contributions concerning the 

determination of base sequences 

in nucleic acids



Nobel Peace Prize

1901 founder of the Red 

Cross, Henry Dunant first 

Nobel Peace prize

1917

1944

1963

Nobel Peace Prize 

1954

1981



Father of “the Pill”

President of Syntex Research

Chemistry Professor at Stanford University

Playwright, author, art collector, philanthropist

Carl Djerassi  1923 - 2015

Norethisterone



Tim Harford’s

Fifty things that made the modern 

Economy

Available on Radio New Zealand as a podcast



Jean-Marie Lehn

1987 Nobel prize in Chemistry

for Chemistry beyond the 

molecule



Chemistry beyond the molecule

Supramolecular chemistry is the chemistry 

of the intermolecular bond covering the 

structures and functions of the entities 

formed by association of two or more 

chemical species. 

Supramolecular Chemistry



Supramolecular Chemistry



Supraheroes

Jean-Pierre Sauvage             Fraser Stoddart                  Ben Feringa

Strasbourg Northwestern Groningen

“for the design and synthesis 

of molecular machines” 



Introduction

Molecules move about in uncoordinated ways using energy 

from the environment.

A molecular machine is “an assembly of molecular 

components designed to perform machine-like movements 

(output) as a result of appropriate external stimuli (input)”.

A machine requires a supply of energy for its operation.



What is a mechanical bond?



Jean-Pierre Sauvage

From chemical 

topology to molecular 

machines



Catenanes

Using metal 

template yields 

went from 1-2% 

to ~50%

Jean-Pierre Sauvage

Topological (molecular) 

entanglement
mechanical bonds



Catenanes

four-coordinate 

tetrahedral Cu(I) 

complex

five-coordinate

square pyramidal  

Cu(II) complex



Molecular knots

trefoil knot borromean knot Solomon knot



Design and synthesis of 

molecular machines based 

on the mechanical bond 
Fraser Stoddart



Rotaxanes

electron poor rings

electron rich rings

molecular axle

stopper

Fraser Stoddart

mechanical bonds



Rotaxanes



Rotaxanes



Ways to make rotaxanes 

capping

clipping

slipping

++

heat



Rotaxanes



Rotaxanes

rotaxane dimer



Rotaxanes

rotaxane dimer



Rotaxanes



Fraser Stoddart’s molecular lift



The art of building small 

from molecular switches to 

motors Ben Feringa



rhodopsin Meta-rhodopsin

Molecular switch



Molecular rotor

Unidirectional, light-driven molecular motor

Ben Feringaisomerisable (unsaturated) bonds 



Ben Feringa’s molecular car



Ben Feringa’s molecular car



Ben Feringa’s nano swimmer



Very early electric motors

Ritchie's Motor

1830's

Barlow's Spur-Wheel 

1848

Faraday Motor

1830's



Supraheroes

Jean-Pierre Sauvage             Fraser Stoddart                  Ben Feringa


